
Physics 3: Particle Model of Matter

Section 1: Key Terms

1 Density
How much mass a substance contains compared to its volume.  Solids are usually dense 
because the particles are closely packed.

2 State of matter The way in which the particles are arranged – solid, liquid or gas.

3 Change of state
When a substance changes from one state of matter to another (e.g. melting is the 
change from a solid to a liquid).  Energy changes the state, not the temperature.

4 Physical change A change that can be reversed to recover the original material.  E.g. a change of state.

5 Chemical change A change that creates new products.  It cannot be revered.  E.g. a chemical reaction.

6 Internal energy
The energy stored inside a system by the particles (atoms and molecules) that make up 
the system. Internal energy is the total kinetic energy and potential energy of all the 
particles.

7 Kinetic energy Energy stored within moving objects (e.g. particles).

8 Potential energy
Energy stored in particles because of their position.  The further apart particles are, 
the greater the potential energy.

9 Specific heat capacity
The specific heat capacity of a substance is the amount of energy required to raise the 
temperature of one kilogram of the substance by one degree Celsius. Equation in P1

10 Temperature The average kinetic energy of the particles.

11 Specific latent heat
The amount of energy required to change the state of one kilogram of the substance 
with no change in temperature.

12 Latent heat of fusion Energy required to change state from solid to liquid.

13 Latent heat of 
vaporisation

Energy required to change state from liquid to vapour.

14 Gas Pressure
The force exerted by gases on surface as the particles collide with it.  As temperature 
increases, gas pressure increases if the volume stays constant.

Section 2: Equations to learn

Calculation Equation Symbol equation Units

23 Density Density =    mass   
volume

ρ = m
v

Density = kilograms / metre3 (kg/m3)
Mass = kilograms (kg)
Volume = metres3 (m3)

18 Melting 19 Evaporation

20 Freezing

15 Solid 16 Liquid 17 Gas

22 Sublimation

21 Condensation

25

26

27

28
29

Section 3: Explaining a heating curve

25 Solid
Particles are closely packed, fixed and arranged in regular layers.  As 
more energy is absorbed the kinetic energy and therefore the internal 
energy of the material increases.

26 Melting
Temperature doesn’t change.  Energy is used to weaken the forces 
between particles.  As more energy is absorbed the potential energy and 
therefore the internal energy of the material increases.

27 Liquid
Particles are touching but no longer arranged regularly.  They are above 
to move.  As more energy is absorbed the kinetic energy and therefore 
the internal energy of the material increases.

28 Evaporation
Temperature doesn’t change.  Energy is used to weaken the forces 
between particles.  As more energy is absorbed the potential energy and 
therefore the internal energy of the material increases.

29 Gas
Particles move randomly.  As more energy is absorbed the particles move 
more quickly and the temperature increases.

24 Heating 
curve for water

24 Change of state 
energy

Energy = mass x Specific 
latent heat

E= mL Energy E, in joules J
Mass m = kilograms (kg)
L = specific latent heat in joules per 
kilogram, J/kg



Section 1 Section 1 & Section 2 Section 3

1 What is Density? 15 Draw the arrangement of particles in a solid. 25 What are the arrangement of particles in a solid? How much 
energy to particles have?

2 What are the 3 states of matter? 16 Draw the arrangement of particles in a liquid. 26 What happens during Melting?

3 What is a change of state? 17 Draw the arrangement of particles in a gas. 27 What are the arrangement of particles in a liquid? How 
much energy to particles have?

4 What is a physical change? 18 What is melting? 28 What happens during Evaporation?

5 What is a chemical change? 19 What is evaporation? 29 What are the arrangement of particles in a gas? How much 
energy to particles have?

6 What is internal energy? 20 What is freezing?

7 What is kinetic energy? 21 What is condensation?

8 What is potential energy? 23 What is the equation for density?

9 What is specific heat capacity?
24 What is the equation for specific latent heat 
capacity?

10 What is temperature?

11 What is specific latent heat?

12 What is latent heat of fusion?

13 What is latent heat of vaporisation?

14 What is gas pressure?
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Section A: Describing waves
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Section B: EM Radiation  

Section C: Triple only 

Amplitude The maximum displacement of a point on a wave away from its undisturbed 

position.

Wavelength
The distance from a point on one wave to the equivalent point on the next 

wave.

Frequency The number of waves passing a point each second.

Longitudinal
Oscillations are along the same direction as the direction of travel e.g. sound 

waves.

Transverse
Oscillations are at right angles to the direction of travel e.g. water waves, all 

electromagnetic waves.

Period The time needed for one wave to pass a given point. 

Compression Region in a longitudinal wave where the particles are closest together.

Rarefaction Region in a longitudinal wave where the particles are furthest apart.

Absorb When the energy of an EM wave is taken up by an object.

Transmit When a wave is able to pass through a material.

Reflect
The wave bounces off a surface; the angle of incidence is equal to the angle 

of reflection.

Refract
The wave changes direction when it enters a medium of different density 

where it has a different speed.  

wave speed 

Wave speed = frequency × wavelength.

To know that wave speed, v, is in metres per second, m/s frequency, and f, 

is in hertz, Hz and wavelength, λ, is in metres

Electromagnetic 

Spectrum

The collective name for all types of EM radiation.  They are all transverse 

waves that travel at 300,000,000 m/s. 

Ionisation
High energy radiation which can remove electrons leaving ions.  If this 

happens in DNA it can cause a mutation that could lead to cancer.

EM 

Wave Use Why it’s suitable (HT)

Radio 

Waves
Television and radio

Reflected by 

ionosphere so can 

broadcast over long 

distances.

Microwa

ves

Satellite 

communications, 

cooking food

Able to pass through 

the atmosphere to 

satellites.  Has a 

heating effect.

Infrared

Electrical heaters, 

cooking food, 

infrared cameras

Has a heating effect.  

Emitted by objects so 

can be detected.

Visible 

Light

Fibre optic 

communications

Able to pass along a 

cable by total internal 

reflection.

Ultraviol

et

Energy efficient 

lamps, sun tanning

Increases amount of 

melanin (brown 

pigment) in skin.

X-Rays
Medical imaging and 

treatments

Absorbed by bone but 

transmitted through 

soft tissue.

Gamma 

Rays

Medical imaging and 

treatments

Able to pass out of 

body and be detected 

by gamma cameras.  

Can kill cancerous cells.

infrared radiation
Electromagnetic radiation emitted from a hot object.

Emitters Materials that send out energy.

infrared radiation Electromagnetic radiation with a wavelength longer than visible light.

perfect black body Is an object that absorbs all of the radiation incident on it.

Reflection

Reflection from a rough surface causes scattering: this is called diffuse 

reflection. Reflection from a smooth surface in a single direction is called 

specular reflection.

principal focus
Known as 'focal point'. The focus of a lens where light rays appear to 

converge or to diverge from.

ray diagram Diagram that represents the direction and angle of travel of light.

focal length The distance between the centre of the lens and the focal point.

Concave Curving inwards, rather than bulging outwards.

Converge Move towards each other.

Convex An object or shape that curves or bulges outwards, like a circle or sphere.

Diverge When a light ray splits up or spreads out.

Absorbed 

Energy is 'taken-in' by the material and the internal energy of the material 

will increase, eg infrared radiation from the Sun is absorbed by the surface 

of the Earth.

Ultrasound Sound with a frequency greater than 20,000 Hz (20 kHz).

Seismic waves Shock waves travelling through the Earth, usually caused by an earthquake.

Refraction 

Process by which a wave changes speed and sometimes direction upon 

entering a denser or less dense medium, eg a light ray changes direction 

when refracted by a lens

angle of incidence Angle between the normal and the incident ray.

angle of reflection 
The angle between the reflected ray and the normal (the imaginary line 

drawn at 90 degrees to the reflecting surface).



Section A 

1 Define amplitude?

2 State what a longitudinal wave is.

3 What is the equation for wave speed?

4 What is frequency?

5 Define rarefaction.

Section B

1 Give one use of a radio wave.

2 Give one use of visible light.

3 Give one use of a X-ray.

4 Why is a gamma ray used in medical imaging and treatments?

5 Why is infrared radiation used in cooking food and electric heaters?
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Section C (Triple only)

1 What is a perfect black body?

2 What is a ray diagram?

3 What is the angle of incidence?

4 Define ultrasound.

5 What is the principal focus?


